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A: John.
(Exh.: not Mary, not Bill)
An intuitive account:
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A-Quantity: draw attention to all relevant possibilities.
Cf. the “standard recipe”:
I Speaker A must believe that Mary and Bill weren’t there;
I otherwise A would have said that they were.
I-Quantity: assert all relevant truths.
Aims of this talk:
I discuss five serious problems for the standard recipe;
I show how the attention-based account easily solves them.
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was at the party?
A: John and Mary.
(Exh.: Bill wasn’t)
(Discussion?)
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(5) There is money in box 20 or 25.
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Exhaustivity seems to be present:
(6) What you said was wrong. You said there was money in box
20 OR box 25, but in fact there was money in both boxes.
But ignorance implication due to I-Quantity is absent:
(7) # You haven’t been completely honest. You said there was
money in box 20 OR box 25, but in fact you knew where the
money was.
Outline of solution:
I Quizmaster will pretend only to be less informed about the quiz;
I hence the I-Quantity implication (¬) can be pretense;
I but exhaustivity (¬) cannot be pretense.
This works for any account of exh. that bypasses I-Quantity.
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1.5. Problem C: The real symmetry problem (2/2)
(11) Q: I need to know (of these five people here) who was
present and who was absent.
A: John was present, and Mary was present.
Q: Wow, only two?! That’s disappointing!
Solution:
I A split the prior question into:
(i) “Who was present?”
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(cf. accent placement)
I

enabling A to address only (i) explicitly,

I

and (ii) by means of exhaustivity implicature.

Brevity plays a role after all!
In sum: the symmetry problem solves the symmetry problem.
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(Discuss: is exh. on questions and assertions the same phenomenon?)
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I

Hurford 1974; Katzir & Singh 2013.)
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D and E point to a new recipe based on A-Quantity.
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governed by the A-maxims;
exhaustivity derives from A-Quantity:

I

I

I

“intend to draw attention to all relevant propositions that you
consider possible independently of anything stronger to which
you intend to draw attention.”

the predicted implications are technically similar to the
patterns described by (some) existing operators.

4.2. Is this what rationality looks like?

I-Quality(p ) = ∨p
I-Relation(Q, p ) = Q(p )



I-Quality(q ) ∧
I-Quantity(Q, p ) = ∀q
→ (p ⊆ q )
I-Relation(Q, q )

A-Quality(Q, A) = ∀a (A(a) → ♦(∨a ∧ ∀b ((Q(b ) ∧ b ⊂ a ) → ¬∨b )))
A-Relation(Q, A) = ∀a (A(


 a ) → Q(a ))
A-Quality({a }) ∧
→ A(a )
A-Quantity(Q, A) = ∀a
A-Relation(Q, {a })
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